### Movements of hands on controls:
- Many unnecessary movements
- Usually purposeful, some unnecessary movements
- All purposeful movements.

### Force used:
- Rough, dangerous, Uses excessive force
- Gentle usually, Excessive force sometimes.
- Gentle at all times, Appropriate but never excessive force.

### Scope handling:
- Looks awkward
- Confident, competent scope handling appeared awkward occasionally
- Skilled (expert)

### Time spent in red-out (Absence of luminal vision):
- 50-75% of the time
- 25-50% of the time
- 0%

### Reaction to red-out (absence of luminal vision):
- Advanced without suitable caution
- Waited/insufflated most times
- Waited/insufflated all times

### Use of Torque:
- Never
- Usually when necessary
- Always When necessary

### Patient discomfort:
- Severe discomfort for >25% of the procedure
- Minimal discomfort for 25-50% of the procedure
- Minimal discomfort for <10% of the procedure

### Reaction to patient discomfort:
- Ignores discomfort, Advanced regardless of patient’s discomfort
- Stopped, waited, Withdraw (appropriate safety measures) most times
- Appropriate safety measures at all times

### Flow of procedure:
- Hesitated often, unsure of what to do.
- Usually confident, Hesitated occasionally
- Confident, sure of what to do at all times

### Overall Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outstanding</th>
<th>Proficient</th>
<th>Fail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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